
Mason Level 
& Mason Pads 

Passion for Precision

SOLA mason levels and  
level guard/mason pads  
are especially designed  
for masonry pros. 

Highlights Mason Levels
 ∙ Extra strong aluminum profile with reinforcing ribs 
and two strike zones to protect the spirit level from 
the hits of a mason‘s trowel

 ∙ Better, faster and more accurate reading through the 
patented SOLA FOCUS vials. 

 ∙ Break-resistant acrylic block vials with magnifying 
lens (+60%) and a limited lifetime guarantee.

 ∙ Better readability in dim light through an optimized 
SOLA luminous backing. 

 ∙ Highest measuring accuracy in standard and  
inverted position.

Highlights Mason Pads
 ∙ SOLA Level guards fit all SOLA BIG RED Levels - 
Any BIG RED level can be used as a mason’s level. 

 ∙ Removable and replaceable – SOLA Level guards 
have enough physical grip to hold the pad in place, 
and can be detached when not in use or for level 
cleaning with water and brush.

Many of you asked for a level that can be tapped with 
a trowel butt. While we’d prefer that you tap that brick 
or block, we recognize you have your way of working. 
So, we have a few products that will help you get 
those blocks and bricks in line. 



Technical Details

Measuring tolerance, 
standard position 

0.0003 in./in.  
(0.3 mm/m, 0.017°)

Measuring tolerance, 
inverted measurement 

0.0005 in/in.  
(0.50 mm/m, 0.029°)

Profile weight 0.60 lb/ft (890 g/m)

Dimensions 59 x 27 mm / 2.32 x 1.06 in 

Material Aluminum

Surface coated

Color red

Number of horizontal vials 1

Number of vertical vials 2

Measuring surface milled

End cap 2-c

Model Art. No.

BIG RED Mason 24" LSB24Mason

BIG RED Mason 48" LSB48Mason

BIG RED Mason Set  
(BIG RED 48+24"Mason + LSTFM 
+ BAG 130 PLUS)

LSBMasonset

2 x 9" Mason Pads,  
best for 24 inch levels

LSBPad9

2 x 21" Mason Pads,  
best for 48 inch levels

LSBPad21

2 x 9" + 2 x 21" Mason Pads,  
best for various levels

LSBPad2109
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Optional Accessories Art. No.

CASE 24" R316149

CASE 48" R316151

Especially for masons: extra strong aluminum profile 
with reinforcing ribs and two strike zones to protect 
the spirit level from the hits of a mason‘s trowel.
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